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Used by more than 16,000 students, this book contains everything you need to know in order to
achieve your full potential on the math ACT.Â It can be used as a standalone text or as a
companion to the official prep guides published by ACT.- The first part of the book is used to fill any
gaps you may have in the math needed to answer problems in the official prep guides.Â Problems
in the official prep guide practice tests are cross-referenced to math topics in this book. For each
math topic there is a lesson, homework problems, and answer explanations.- The second part of the
book contains advice about how to prepare and take the test. It describes a base strategy for taking
the test, how to establish your target score, and the correct pacing for your target score. It then
describes a practice cycle that you should follow using the official prep guides.IMPORTANT NOTE:
Â If you are using The Real ACT Prep Guide, Third Edition, cross-references are contained in the
book. Â If you are using the newer The Official ACT Prep Guide 2016-2017, the cross-references
may be found on the web at mathprepbooks.com/xref.pdf
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I am a full time professional test prep tutor. I work with hundreds of highly motivated, competitive
students looking to gain an edge on being admitted to the most selective universities. This is the
type of book that I love to find. Written by a tutor who works on these topics daily. I have just
finished reading this book from cover to cover. Though I did not do all of the exercises, I will. And I
will read the explanations. Reading the answer explanations is as important as reading the lessons,

maybe more so.And I will have students buy this book. How I will use it is as it is intended: a
workbook on areas where a student is weak. I can identify those areas and will assign that chapter
as homework. A student does not have to do ALL of the book to get a higher score, just the
chapters that are problematic.Because Richard is a professional tutor with many years of
experience, he writes each lesson like a tutoring session - straight to the point, learn what you need
to learn to get this type of problem correct, and then move on.I did read the 1 & 2 star reviews. I can
understand their points, if you want professionally edited polish, go to Kaplan or Barron's. But they
focus more on polish and not to the point tutoring. I love to read books by real tutors who work with
real students, like Erica Meltzer (her ACT English book is a perfect compliment to this one). Like
Erica, Richard writes in a "teaching" style, telling you what he knows from studying the ACT. The
book flows like a conversation between a top-notch tutor and a motivated student. He teaches what
the student needs to learn and then moves on. If he covered every topic in depth, this book would
be thousands of pages long.
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